America

slipping into Fascism
Stepping stones to global domination

Societies do not usually lose their freedom at a blow.
They give it up bit by bit, letting themselves be tied down with an infinity of
little knots.
As rules and regulations increase, their range of actions is gradually
compressed.
Their options slowly lessen.
Without noticing the change, they become wards of state. They imagine
themselves still free, but in a thousand and one ways, their choices are limited
and guided by the authorities.
And always, there are what seem to be sensible reasons for letting their
autonomy be peeled away - “safety”, “health”, “social justice”, “equal
opportunity.”
It is easy to become accustomed to docility. That is why eternal vigilance is the
price of liberty.
Not because liberty is easy to shatter, but, because it can be softened and
dismantled with the acquiescence of the very men and women from whom it is
being stolen.
Jeff Jacoby, columnist, Boston Post

Fascist America,
in 10 easy steps
From Hitler to Pinochet and beyond, history shows there are certain steps that
any would-be dictator must take to destroy constitutional freedoms. And, argues
Naomi Wolf, George Bush and his administration seem to be taking them all
Tuesday April 24, 2007
The Guardian
Last autumn, there was a military coup in Thailand. The
leaders of the coup took a number of steps, rather
systematically, as if they had a shopping list. In a sense,
they did. Within a matter of days, democracy had been
closed down: the coup leaders declared martial law, sent
armed soldiers into residential areas, took over radio and
TV stations, issued restrictions on the press, tightened
some limits on travel, and took certain activists into
custody.
They were not figuring these things out as they went
along. If you look at history, you can see that there is
essentially a blueprint for turning an open society into a
dictatorship. That blueprint has been used again and again
in more and less bloody, more and less terrifying ways. But
it is always effective. It is very difficult and arduous to
create and sustain a democracy - but history shows that
closing one down is much simpler. You simply have to be
willing to take the 10 steps.
As difficult as this is to contemplate, it is clear,
if you are willing to look, that each of these 10
steps has already been initiated today in the
United States by the Bush administration.
Because Americans like me were born in freedom, we have a
hard time even considering that it is possible for us to
become as unfree - domestically - as many other nations.
Because we no longer learn much about our rights or our
system of government - the task of being aware of the
constitution has been outsourced from citizens’
ownership to being the domain of professionals such as
lawyers and professors - we scarcely recognise the checks
and balances that the founders put in place, even as they
are being systematically dismantled. Because we don’t
learn much about European history, the setting up of a
department of “homeland” security - remember who else
was keen on the word “homeland” - didn’t raise the alarm
bells it might have.
It is my argument that, beneath our very noses, George
Bush and his administration are using time-tested tactics
to close down an open society. It is time for us to be
willing to think the unthinkable - as the author and political
journalist Joe Conason, has put it, that it can happen here.
And that we are further along than we realise.
Conason eloquently warned of the danger of American
authoritarianism. I am arguing that we need also to look at

the lessons of European and other kinds of fascism to
understand the potential seriousness of the events we see
unfolding in the US.
1. Invoke a terrifying internal and external
enemy
After we were hit on September 11 2001, we were in a state
of national shock. Less than six weeks later, on October 26
2001, the USA Patriot Act was passed by a Congress that
had little chance to debate it; many said that they
scarcely had time to read it. We were told we were now on
a “war footing”; we were in a “global war” against a
“global caliphate” intending to “wipe out civilisation”.
There have been other times of crisis in which the US
accepted limits on civil liberties, such as during the civil
war, when Lincoln declared martial law, and the second
world war, when thousands of Japanese-American citizens
were interned. But this situation, as Bruce Fein of the
American Freedom Agenda notes, is unprecedented: all our
other wars had an endpoint, so the pendulum was able to
swing back toward freedom; this war is defined as openended in time and without national boundaries in space the globe itself is the battlefield. “This time,” Fein says,
“there will be no defined end.”
Creating a terrifying threat - hydra-like, secretive, evil - is
an old trick. It can, like Hitler’s invocation of a communist
threat to the nation’s security, be based on actual events
(one Wisconsin academic has faced calls for his dismissal
because he noted, among other things, that the alleged
communist arson, the Reichstag fire of February 1933, was
swiftly followed in Nazi Germany by passage of the
Enabling Act, which replaced constitutional law with an
open-ended state of emergency). Or the terrifying threat
can be based, like the National Socialist evocation of the
“global conspiracy of world Jewry”, on myth.
It is not that global Islamist terrorism is not a severe
danger; of course it is. I am arguing rather that the
language used to convey the nature of the threat is
different in a country such as Spain - which has also
suffered violent terrorist attacks - than it is in America.
Spanish citizens know that they face a grave security
threat; what we as American citizens believe is that we are
potentially threatened with the end of civilisation as we
know it. Of course, this makes us more willing to accept
restrictions on our freedoms.

2. Create a gulag
Once you have got everyone scared, the next step is to
create a prison system outside the rule of law (as Bush put
it, he wanted the American detention centre at
Guantánamo Bay to be situated in legal “outer space”) where torture takes place.
At first, the people who are sent there are seen by citizens
as outsiders: troublemakers, spies, “enemies of the
people” or “criminals”. Initially, citizens tend to support
the secret prison system; it makes them feel safer and they
do not identify with the prisoners. But soon enough, civil
society leaders - opposition members, labour activists,
clergy and journalists - are arrested and sent there as well.
This process took place in fascist shifts or anti-democracy
crackdowns ranging from Italy and Germany in the 1920s
and 1930s to the Latin American coups of the 1970s and
beyond. It is standard practice for closing down an open
society or crushing a pro-democracy uprising.
With its jails in Iraq and Afghanistan, and, of course,
Guantánamo in Cuba, where detainees are abused, and
kept indefinitely without trial and without access to the
due process of the law, America certainly has its gulag
now. Bush and his allies in Congress recently announced
they would issue no information about the secret CIA
“black site” prisons throughout the world, which are used
to incarcerate people who have been seized off the street.

Gulags in history tend to metastasise, becoming ever
larger and more secretive, ever more deadly and
formalised. We know from first-hand accounts,
photographs, videos and government documents that
people, innocent and guilty, have been tortured in the USrun prisons we are aware of and those we can’t investigate
adequately.
But Americans still assume this system and detainee
abuses involve only scary brown people with whom they
don’t generally identify. It was brave of the conservative
pundit William Safire to quote the anti-Nazi pastor Martin
Niemöller, who had been seized as a political prisoner:
“First they came for the Jews.” Most Americans don’t
understand yet that the destruction of the rule of law at
Guantánamo set a dangerous precedent for them, too.
By the way, the establishment of military tribunals that
deny prisoners due process tends to come early on in a
fascist shift. Mussolini and Stalin set up such tribunals. On
April 24 1934, the Nazis, too, set up the People’s Court,
which also bypassed the judicial system: prisoners were
held indefinitely, often in isolation, and tortured, without
being charged with offences, and were subjected to show
trials. Eventually, the Special Courts became a parallel
system that put pressure on the regular courts to abandon
the rule of law in favour of Nazi ideology when making
decisions.

3. Develop a thug caste
When leaders who seek what I call a “fascist shift” want to
close down an open society, they send paramilitary groups
of scary young men out to terrorise citizens. The
Blackshirts roamed the Italian countryside beating up
communists; the Brownshirts staged violent rallies
throughout Germany. This paramilitary force is especially
important in a democracy: you need citizens to fear thug
violence and so you need thugs who are free from
prosecution.
The years following 9/11 have proved a bonanza for
America’s security contractors, with the Bush
administration outsourcing areas of work that
traditionally fell to the US military. In the process,
contracts worth hundreds of millions of dollars have been
issued for security work by mercenaries at home and
abroad. In Iraq, some of these contract operatives have
been accused of involvement in torturing prisoners,
harassing journalists and firing on Iraqi civilians. Under
Order 17, issued to regulate contractors in Iraq by the onetime US administrator in Baghdad, Paul Bremer, these
contractors are immune from prosecution
Yes, but that is in Iraq, you could argue; however, after
Hurricane Katrina, the Department of Homeland Security
hired and deployed hundreds of armed private security
guards in New Orleans. The investigative journalist Jeremy
Scahill interviewed one unnamed guard who reported
having fired on unarmed civilians in the city. It was a natural
disaster that underlay that episode - but the
administration’s endless war on terror means ongoing
scope for what are in effect privately contracted armies to
take on crisis and emergency management at home in US
cities.
Thugs in America? Groups of angry young Republican men,
dressed in identical shirts and trousers, menaced poll
workers counting the votes in Florida in 2000. If you are
reading history, you can imagine that there can be a need
for “public order” on the next election day. Say there are
protests, or a threat, on the day of an election; history
would not rule out the presence of a private security firm
at a polling station “to restore public order”.
4. Set up an internal surveillance system
In Mussolini’s Italy, in Nazi Germany, in communist East
Germany, in communist China - in every closed society secret police spy on ordinary people and encourage
neighbours to spy on neighbours. The Stasi needed to
keep only a minority of East Germans under surveillance to
convince a majority that they themselves were being
watched.
In 2005 and 2006, when James Risen and Eric Lichtblau
wrote in the New York Times about a secret state
programme to wiretap citizens’ phones, read their emails
and follow international financial transactions, it became
clear to ordinary Americans that they, too, could be under
state scrutiny.

In closed societies, this surveillance is cast as being about
“national security”; the true function is to keep citizens
docile and inhibit their activism and dissent.
5. Harass citizens’ groups
The fifth thing you do is related to step four - you infiltrate
and harass citizens’ groups. It can be trivial: a church in
Pasadena, whose minister preached that Jesus was in
favour of peace, found itself being investigated by the
Internal Revenue Service, while churches that got
Republicans out to vote, which is equally illegal under US
tax law, have been left alone.
Other harassment is more serious: the American Civil
Liberties Union reports that thousands of ordinary
American anti-war, environmental and other groups have
been infiltrated by agents: a secret Pentagon database
includes more than four dozen peaceful anti-war meetings,
rallies or marches by American citizens in its category of
1,500 “suspicious incidents”. The equally secret
Counterintelligence Field Activity (Cifa) agency of the
Department of Defense has been gathering information
about domestic organisations engaged in peaceful
political activities: Cifa is supposed to track “potential
terrorist threats” as it watches ordinary US citizen
activists. A little-noticed new law has redefined activism
such as animal rights protests as “terrorism”. So the
definition of “terrorist” slowly expands to include the
opposition.
6. Engage in arbitrary detention and release
This scares people. It is a kind of cat-and-mouse game.
Nicholas D Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn, the investigative
reporters who wrote China Wakes: the Struggle for the
Soul of a Rising Power, describe pro-democracy activists in
China, such as Wei Jingsheng, being arrested and released
many times. In a closing or closed society there is a “list”
of dissidents and opposition leaders: you are targeted in
this way once you are on the list, and it is hard to get off
the list.
In 2004, America’s Transportation Security Administration
confirmed that it had a list of passengers who were
targeted for security searches or worse if they tried to fly.
People who have found themselves on the list? Two
middle-aged women peace activists in San Francisco;
liberal Senator Edward Kennedy; a member of Venezuela’s
government - after Venezuela’s president had criticised
Bush; and thousands of ordinary US citizens.
Professor Walter F Murphy is emeritus of Princeton
University; he is one of the foremost constitutional
scholars in the nation and author of the classic
Constitutional Democracy. Murphy is also a decorated
former marine, and he is not even especially politically
liberal. But on March 1 this year, he was denied a boarding
pass at Newark, “because I was on the Terrorist Watch
list”.
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ON THE CONSTITUTION
The most sought after pocket Documents ever
published. Do you know your rights? Somebody does and
it’s time that you took the bull by the horns. Includes the
U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, the Jury Handbook
(you’ll need this when you get your call), Declaration of
Independence and much, much more! Order yours
today! These are great to hand out at neighborhood
meetings.
Get extra copies to share with your friends and family!
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Wake up America! - Ron Paul
Insightful video review of the state of our nation, and one
man’s fight to fix it.
Watch it free:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uw9T7RAkps8

“Have you been in any peace marches? We ban a lot of
people from flying because of that,” asked the airline
employee.

Elsewhere, a CIA contract worker who said in a closed blog
that “waterboarding is torture” was stripped of the
security clearance she needed in order to do her job.

“I explained,” said Murphy, “that I had not so marched but
had, in September 2006, given a lecture at Princeton,
televised and put on the web, highly critical of George
Bush for his many violations of the constitution.”

Most recently, the administration purged eight US
attorneys for what looks like insufficient political loyalty.
When Goebbels purged the civil service in April 1933,
attorneys were “coordinated” too, a step that eased the
way of the increasingly brutal laws to follow.

“That’ll do it,” the man said.
Anti-war marcher? Potential terrorist. Support the
constitution? Potential terrorist. History shows that the
categories of “enemy of the people” tend to expand ever
deeper into civil life.
James Yee, a US citizen, was the Muslim chaplain at
Guantánamo who was accused of mishandling classified
documents. He was harassed by the US military before the
charges against him were dropped. Yee has been detained
and released several times. He is still of interest.
Brandon Mayfield, a US citizen and lawyer in Oregon, was
mistakenly identified as a possible terrorist. His house was
secretly broken into and his computer seized. Though he is
innocent of the accusation against him, he is still on the
list.
It is a standard practice of fascist societies that once you
are on the list, you can’t get off.
7. Target key individuals
Threaten civil servants, artists and academics with job loss
if they don’t toe the line. Mussolini went after the rectors
of state universities who did not conform to the fascist
line; so did Joseph Goebbels, who purged academics who
were not pro-Nazi; so did Chile’s Augusto Pinochet; so
does the Chinese communist Politburo in punishing prodemocracy students and professors.
Academe is a tinderbox of activism, so those seeking a
fascist shift punish academics and students with
professional loss if they do not “coordinate”, in Goebbels’
term, ideologically. Since civil servants are the sector of
society most vulnerable to being fired by a given regime,
they are also a group that fascists typically “coordinate”
early on: the Reich Law for the Re-establishment of a
Professional Civil Service was passed on April 7 1933.
Bush supporters in state legislatures in several states put
pressure on regents at state universities to penalise or fire
academics who have been critical of the administration. As
for civil servants, the Bush administration has derailed the
career of one military lawyer who spoke up for fair trials for
detainees, while an administration official publicly
intimidated the law firms that represent detainees pro
bono by threatening to call for their major corporate
clients to boycott them.

8. Control the press
Italy in the 1920s, Germany in the 30s, East Germany in the
50s, Czechoslovakia in the 60s, the Latin American
dictatorships in the 70s, China in the 80s and 90s - all
dictatorships and would-be dictators target newspapers
and journalists. They threaten and harass them in more
open societies that they are seeking to close, and they
arrest them and worse in societies that have been closed
already.
The Committee to Protect Journalists says arrests of US
journalists are at an all-time high: Josh Wolf (no relation), a
blogger in San Francisco, has been put in jail for a year for
refusing to turn over video of an anti-war demonstration;
Homeland Security brought a criminal complaint against
reporter Greg Palast, claiming he threatened “critical
infrastructure” when he and a TV producer were filming
victims of Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana. Palast had
written a bestseller critical of the Bush administration.
Other reporters and writers have been punished in other
ways. Joseph C Wilson accused Bush, in a New York Times
op-ed, of leading the country to war on the basis of a false
charge that Saddam Hussein had acquired yellowcake
uranium in Niger. His wife, Valerie Plame, was outed as a
CIA spy - a form of retaliation that ended her career.
Prosecution and job loss are nothing, though, compared
with how the US is treating journalists seeking to cover the
conflict in Iraq in an unbiased way. The Committee to
Protect Journalists has documented multiple accounts of
the US military in Iraq firing upon or threatening to fire
upon unembedded (meaning independent) reporters and
camera operators from organisations ranging from alJazeera to the BBC. While westerners may question the
accounts by al-Jazeera, they should pay attention to the
accounts of reporters such as the BBC’s Kate Adie. In some
cases reporters have been wounded or killed, including
ITN’s Terry Lloyd in 2003. Both CBS and the Associated
Press in Iraq had staff members seized by the US military
and taken to violent prisons; the news organisations were
unable to see the evidence against their staffers.
Over time in closing societies, real news is supplanted by
fake news and false documents. Pinochet showed Chilean
citizens falsified documents to back up his claim that
terrorists had been about to attack the nation. The
yellowcake charge, too, was based on forged papers.
You won’t have a shutdown of news in modern America - it
is not possible. But you can have, as Frank Rich and Sidney

“Television is altering the meaning of “being informed” by creating
a species of information that might properly be called
disinformation... Disinformation does not mean false information.
It means misleading information - misplaced, irrelevant,
fragmented or superficial information - information that creates
the illusion of knowing something, but which in fact leads one away
from knowing.”
Neil Postman

http://
www.prisonplanet.tv/

Blumenthal have pointed out, a steady stream of lies
polluting the news well. What you already have is a White
House directing a stream of false information that is so
relentless that it is increasingly hard to sort out truth from
untruth. In a fascist system, it’s not the lies that count but
the muddying. When citizens can’t tell real news from fake,
they give up their demands for accountability bit by bit.
9. Dissent equals treason
Cast dissent as “treason” and criticism as “espionage’.
Every closing society does this, just as it elaborates laws
that increasingly criminalise certain kinds of speech and
expand the definition of “spy” and “traitor”. When Bill
Keller, the publisher of the New York Times, ran the
Lichtblau/Risen stories, Bush called the Times’ leaking of
classified information “disgraceful”, while Republicans in
Congress called for Keller to be charged with treason, and
rightwing commentators and news outlets kept up the
“treason” drumbeat. Some commentators, as Conason
noted, reminded readers smugly that one penalty for
violating the Espionage Act is execution.
Conason is right to note how serious a threat that attack
represented. It is also important to recall that the 1938
Moscow show trial accused the editor of Izvestia, Nikolai
Bukharin, of treason; Bukharin was, in fact, executed. And it
is important to remind Americans that when the 1917
Espionage Act was last widely invoked, during the
infamous 1919 Palmer Raids, leftist activists were arrested
without warrants in sweeping roundups, kept in jail for up
to five months, and “beaten, starved, suffocated, tortured
and threatened with death”, according to the historian
Myra MacPherson. After that, dissent was muted in
America for a decade.
In Stalin’s Soviet Union, dissidents were “enemies of the
people”. National Socialists called those who supported
Weimar democracy “November traitors”.
And here is where the circle closes: most Americans do not
realise that since September of last year - when Congress
wrongly, foolishly, passed the Military Commissions Act of
2006 - the president has the power to call any US citizen
an “enemy combatant”. He has the power to define what
“enemy combatant” means. The president can also
delegate to anyone he chooses in the executive branch the
right to define “enemy combatant” any way he or she
wants and then seize Americans accordingly.
Even if you or I are American citizens, even if we turn out to
be completely innocent of what he has accused us of
doing, he has the power to have us seized as we are
changing planes at Newark tomorrow, or have us taken
with a knock on the door; ship you or me to a navy brig;
and keep you or me in isolation, possibly for months, while
awaiting trial. (Prolonged isolation, as psychiatrists know,
triggers psychosis in otherwise mentally healthy prisoners.
That is why Stalin’s gulag had an isolation cell, like
Guantánamo’s, in every satellite prison. Camp 6, the
newest, most brutal facility at Guantánamo, is all isolation
cells.)

We US citizens will get a trial eventually - for now. But legal
rights activists at the Center for Constitutional Rights say
that the Bush administration is trying increasingly
aggressively to find ways to get around giving even US
citizens fair trials. “Enemy combatant” is a status offence it is not even something you have to have done. “We have
absolutely moved over into a preventive detention model you look like you could do something bad, you might do
something bad, so we’re going to hold you,” says a
spokeswoman of the CCR.
Most Americans surely do not get this yet. No wonder: it is
hard to believe, even though it is true. In every closing
society, at a certain point there are some high-profile
arrests - usually of opposition leaders, clergy and
journalists. Then everything goes quiet. After those
arrests, there are still newspapers, courts, TV and radio,
and the facades of a civil society. There just isn’t real
dissent. There just isn’t freedom. If you look at history, just
before those arrests is where we are now.
10. Suspend the rule of law
The John Warner Defense Authorization Act of 2007 gave
the president new powers over the national guard. This
means that in a national emergency - which the president
now has enhanced powers to declare - he can send
Michigan’s militia to enforce a state of emergency that he
has declared in Oregon, over the objections of the state’s
governor and its citizens.
Even as Americans were focused on Britney Spears’s
meltdown and the question of who fathered Anna Nicole’s
baby, the New York Times editorialised about this shift: “A
disturbing recent phenomenon in Washington is that laws
that strike to the heart of American democracy have been
passed in the dead of night ... Beyond actual insurrection,
the president may now use military troops as a domestic
police force in response to a natural disaster, a disease
outbreak, terrorist attack or any ‘other condition’.”
Critics see this as a clear violation of the Posse Comitatus
Act - which was meant to restrain the federal government
from using the military for domestic law enforcement. The
Democratic senator Patrick Leahy says the bill encourages
a president to declare federal martial law. It also violates
the very reason the founders set up our system of
government as they did: having seen citizens bullied by a
monarch’s soldiers, the founders were terrified of exactly
this kind of concentration of militias’ power over American
people in the hands of an oppressive executive or faction.
Of course, the United States is not vulnerable to
the violent, total closing-down of the system that
followed Mussolini’s march on Rome or Hitler’s roundup of
political prisoners. Our democratic habits are too resilient,
and our military and judiciary too independent, for any
kind of scenario like that.
Rather, as other critics are noting, our experiment in
democracy could be closed down by a process of erosion.
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“We were not born critical of existing society. There was a
moment in our lives (or a month, or a year) when certain facts
appeared before us, startled us, and then caused us to question
beliefs that were strongly fixed in our consciousness - embedded
there by years of family prejudices, orthodox schooling, imbibing
of newspapers, radio, and television.”

Howard Zinn

It is a mistake to think that early in a fascist shift you see
the profile of barbed wire against the sky. In the early
days, things look normal on the surface; peasants were
celebrating harvest festivals in Calabria in 1922; people
were shopping and going to the movies in Berlin in 1931.
Early on, as WH Auden put it, the horror is always
elsewhere - while someone is being tortured, children are
skating, ships are sailing: “dogs go on with their doggy life
... How everything turns away/ Quite leisurely from the
disaster.”
As Americans turn away quite leisurely, keeping tuned to
internet shopping and American Idol, the foundations of
democracy are being fatally corroded. Something has
changed profoundly that weakens us unprecedentedly: our
democratic traditions, independent judiciary and free
press do their work today in a context in which we are “at
war” in a “long war” - a war without end, on a battlefield
described as the globe, in a context that gives the
president - without US citizens realising it yet - the power
over US citizens of freedom or long solitary incarceration,
on his say-so alone.
That means a hollowness has been expanding under the
foundation of all these still- free-looking institutions - and
this foundation can give way under certain kinds of
pressure. To prevent such an outcome, we have to think
about the “what ifs”.
What if, in a year and a half, there is another attack - say,
God forbid, a dirty bomb? The executive can declare a
state of emergency. History shows that any leader, of any
party, will be tempted to maintain emergency powers
after the crisis has passed. With the gutting of traditional
checks and balances, we are no less endangered by a
President Hillary than by a President Giuliani - because any
executive will be tempted to enforce his or her will through
edict rather than the arduous, uncertain process of
democratic negotiation and compromise.
What if the publisher of a major US newspaper were
charged with treason or espionage, as a rightwing effort
seemed to threaten Keller with last year? What if he or she
got 10 years in jail? What would the newspapers look like
the next day? Judging from history, they would not cease
publishing; but they would suddenly be very polite.
Right now, only a handful of patriots are trying to hold
back the tide of tyranny for the rest of us - staff at the
Center for Constitutional Rights, who faced death threats
for representing the detainees yet persisted all the way to
the Supreme Court; activists at the American Civil
Liberties Union; and prominent conservatives trying to roll
back the corrosive new laws, under the banner of a new
group called the American Freedom Agenda. This small,
disparate collection of people needs everybody’s help,
including that of Europeans and others internationally who
are willing to put pressure on the administration because
they can see what a US unrestrained by real democracy at
home can mean for the rest of the world.

We need to look at history
and face the “what ifs”. For if
we keep going down this road,
the “end of America” could
come for each of us in a
different way, at a different
moment; each of us might
have a different moment when
we feel forced to look back
and think: that is how it was
before - and this is the way it is
now.
“The accumulation of all
powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same
hands ... is the definition of tyranny,” wrote James
Madison. We still have the choice to stop going down this
road; we can stand our ground and fight for our nation,
and take up the banner the founders asked us to carry.
· Naomi Wolf’s The End of America: A Letter of Warning to
a Young Patriot will be published by Chelsea Green in
September.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/usa/story/
0,,2064157,00.html

10 steps to fascism…
PLEASE watch this video! 45minutes
A lecture by Naomie Wolf, author of “End of
America, A letter of Warning for a Young
Patriot” at the University of Washington.
She has carefully studied the political and
social environments that led to the
‘installment’ of totalitarian regimes in the
20th Century (Stalin, Mussollini, Polpot,
Hitler and numerous other ’smaller’
dictators) and concludes that there is a blue
print of 10 characteristics that each of
these regimes has followed. All 10 of these
characteristics were present in the lead up
to all of the totalitarian regimes, and all 10
are currently present in America right now…
YOU are NEEDED to save democracy in
America. Action needs to be taken
immediately.
WATCH IT F REE: http://thefungus.wordpress.com/
2007/12/07/10-steps-to-fascism/

listen to alex jones!

If you’ve never heard of Alex Jones, then you’ve been missing out on some of the most dynamic, hardhitting radio on the planet.
Syndicated radio journalist and documentary filmmaker Alex Jones has been on the front lines of the
growing global information war from ground zero to the occult playgrounds of the power-mad
elite.
Because there’s a war on for your mind, Veteran Broadcaster, Filmmaker, and Media Analyst Alex Jones
brings you thought-provoking interviews and takes an in-depth look at the news between the daily
headlines.
On The Alex Jones Show, Jones has interviewed some of the most amazing minds and the most
intriguing personalities in the world from guerrilla journalists to government officials to whistleblowing intelligence agents.
Now you can stay up-to-date with the latest news and information from the front lines of the Info War
with a brand new daily podcast of The Alex Jones Show. You can tune into the Alex Jones Show and
listen live or download the show for your I POD at www.infowars.com.

The show is also broadcast over Shortwave from 11AM-1PM Central on WWCR 9.985. In the evening, the program is
broadcast on 5.765 during the first hour and the second hour is on 3.215. The third hour of the live show is on
9.975.
Alex is rebroadcast on shortwave from midnight-3AM (CST) on 5.070, and from 9pm-midnight all three hours are
on 5.765.
If you don’t have personal Internet access or a shortwave radio, you can always catch the show by tuning into
one of the AM/FM affiliate stations in your area.

Watch these!
America: Freedom to Fascism Director’s Authorized Version
1 hr 51 min - May 5, 2007
Description: Determined to find the law that requires Americans to pay
income tax, Aaron Russo (THE ROSE, TRADING PLACES) sets out on a journey.
Neither left- nor right-wing, this startling examination exposes the systematic
erosion of civil liberties in America.
Through interviews with US Congressmen, a former IRS Commissioner, former
IRS and FBI agents, tax attorneys and authors, Russo connects the dots
between money creation, federal income tax, voter fraud, the national
identity card (becoming law in May 2008) and the implementation of radio
frequency identification (RFID) technology to track citizens. A striking case
about the evolving police state in America.
This is a Call to Action! Get this film today and spread the word about what is
really happening to our beloved republic. This well-crafted, eye-opening
window into the fate of America by incredible Hollywood luminary Aaron
Russo is as chilling as any horror film. Get this movie and share it with your
friends, family, co-workers - everyone you know - before its too late!
Please visit www.freedomtofascism.com to purchase your own copy of the DVD.
DVD-F2F-AR-1 $19.95
WATCH IT FOR FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1656880303867390173

Terrorstorm Final Cut
2 hr 14 min 28 sec - Jul 14, 2007
Description: New and updated, Alex Jones has created a documentary that
will answer your questions about 911. An additional 17 minutes of new footage
and interviews has been added. Throughout history, criminal elements inside
governments have carried out terror attacks against their own populations as
a pretext to enslave them. TERRORSTORM reveals how, in the last hundred
years, Western leaders have repeatedly murdered their own citizens while
posing as their saviors.
In TERRORSTORM you will discover that September 11th, the attacks of 7/7 in
London, and many other terrorist events were self-inflicted wounds. You will
witness British Special Forces troops caught in the act of staging terror
attacks in Iraq and see official US government documents laying out plans to
hijack passenger planes by remote control. You will learn how the Reichstag
fire, the Gulf of Tonkin, and the US-backed Iranian coup of 1953 are all
interconnected false-flag terror events.
This powerful documentary explores the mindset of the average brainwashed
Westerner. It delves deeply in to the systems of control which have been
scientifically-crafted to imprison their minds and keep their eyes closed to the
realities of the world around them.
DVD-TSSE-AJ-1 $19.95
WATCH IT FOR FREE:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8136133221213939183&pr=goog-sl

To order any book or DVD:

All free!
Global Warming? or
Global Governance?
If you were to ask ten people on the street if mankind was causing
global warming, at least eight out of ten would say yes. After all, Al
Gore’s Inconvenient Truth provides incontrovertible evidence that this
is the case. Yet, contrary to what is heard in the media, there is
overwhelming evidence that the warming we are experiencing is
natural, with maybe a small amount contributed by man’s activities.
Nor is there any scientific consensus.
The debate is still raging within the scientific community. Sovereignty
International has put together interviews of climate scientists and
biologists from numerous sources who explain, step by step, why Al
Gore and the global warming alarmists are incorrect. In some cases,
blatantly so. It also provides evidence that the global warming agenda
is being funded with tens of billions of dollars as a mechanism to
create global governance. Hear from congressmen, experts and even
well-known news broadcasters how global governance puts global
institutions that are not accountable to the American people in
control of every aspect of our economy. The U.S. government is very
close to making this a reality. Very close. Every American, every citizen
of the world, needs to hear the other side of the global warming story.
Global Warming? or Global Governance?
DVD-GWGG-EP-1 $14.95
WATCH IT FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3069943905833454241

9/11: Blueprint for Truth
The Architecture of Destruction
Don’t miss out on this incredible opportunity to see
the new DVD from Architects & Engineers for 9/11
Truth.
In this stunning multimedia presentation to the
University of Manitoba, Canada, San Francisco Bay
Area architect, Richard Gage, AIA, depicts in
incredible detail to a packed house the evidence
which proves the controlled demolition using
explosives of all 3 WTC high-rise “collapses”.
Richard Gage is the founder of Architects and Engineers
for 9/11 Truth located at www.ae911truth.org/
9/11: Blueprint for Truth
DVD-911BLU-AE-1 $15.95
WATCH IT FREE:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8182697765360042032
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

HACKED! High

Tech Election
Theft in America

HACKED! High Tech Election Theft in America presents to the
American people the work of eleven experts on the issue of electronic vote
fraud, stolen elections, and best solutions to the crisis. It explains how
electronic voting has stolen our democracy; how elections in American have
been privatized by large corporations; why the mainstream media is barely
reporting it; and how imperative it is that Americans start TODAY to reclaim
their elections.
Editors Abbe DeLozier and Vickie Karp have a mission; To lift the veil of media
blackout on the most heinous crime ever committed against the American
people: the theft of their democracy; to create the rightful indignation
amongst our citizens; and to clearly show that the only solution is direct and
immediate citizen involvement geared toward a return to paper ballot
elections, hand-counted at the precinct level. Action steps for citizens are
included in this expose.
•
•
BK-HACK-VC-1 Sale price: $9.95

Election Deception
Abbe Delozier and Vickie Karp of
HackedElections.com tell you more about why
we should stop HR 811 now in this You Tube
video. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjFHNfKWkCs

•

•

•
•

Convicted felons have been programming our election software.
Corporate voting machine vendors have ownership ties to top
politicians, defense contractors, and foreign governments! Why?
Elections can be rigged and probably have been for years with the
stroke of a keyboard. The truth about what really happened in Ohio
in the 2004 presidential election.
States are using millions of YOUR taxpayer dollars to buy unproven,
faulty voting equipment, with no recounts or citizen oversight
possible.
The shocking truth mainstream media has not covered about the
electronic voting systems used by 80% of America.
Learn why you as an American citizen MUST REJECT electronic
voting, and insist our government go back to PAPER BALLOTS, HAND
COUNTED IN PUBLIC VIEW!

This is just a brief list of actions you can take to help stop what
is happening to elections in this country. More ideas can be found in the book.
Start an e-mail, calling and letter writing campaign amongst your friends and e-mail lists. On a regular basis, barrage
your elected officials to change election laws banning electronic voting equipment and a return to safe hand-counted
paper ballots. Visit www.congress.org for easy access to your elected officials.
 Bring video cameras to every election; ask to be at the counting and tabulation areas at your precinct and county.
Become an election judge and take your video camera to trainings, elections and certification hearings at the county
and state level.

Write letters to the editors of magazines, community newslet- ters, nonprofit publications, newspapers, call in to
radio shows, buy billboard space on major roads across America, create a Web site to educate people and advertise
your Web site, pro- duce a documentary and take any action you can think of to bring attention to this matter. This is
a NON-partisan problem. This issue affects everyone in America on both sides of the aisle and in any party affiliation.

Join the national Hand Count Registry - be on the national team to be ready to hand-count ballots in November
2006. To sign up for the Hand Count Registry, go to: http://www.bbvforums.org/cgi- bin/forums/boardprofile.cgi?action=register.


Use the Black Box Voting Tool Kit, a tutorial on a vast number of actions you can take. This Tool Kit is a Declaration
of Independence for Citizens: http://www.blackboxvoting.org/toolkit.pdf


Demand that your county provide you with a paper ballot with which to vote on election day; they keep these on
hand for absentee and mail-in ballots. Be sure to verify in writing that your ballot will not be fed into a computerized
optical scan counter as occurred recently in Riverside County, California.
If you don’t do anything else, consider donating money to the organizations working so hard to reclaim elections for
our citizens: www.blackboxvoting.org, bradblog.com, Voteraction.org, and Voterescue.org are some of the best! Your
donation, large or small, would greatly contribute to their work.


To order any book or DVD:

Hacking Democracy
1 hr 21 min 57 sec
Description: The disturbingly shocking HBO documentary HACKING
DEMOCRACY bravely tangles with our nation’s ills at the heart of democracy. The
film the Diebold corporation doesn’t want you to see, this revelatory journey follows
tenacious Seattle grandmother Bev Harris and her band of extraordinary citizenactivists as they set out to ask one simple question: How does America count its
votes? From Florida and California to Ohio and Washington State, filmmakers Simon
Ardizzone, Robert Cohen, and Russell Michaels starkly reveal a broken system
riddled with secrecy, incompetent election officials, and electronic voting machines
that can be programmed to steal elections. Equipped only with a powerful sense of
righteous outrage, the activists take on voting machine industry, exposing alarming
security holes in America’s trusted voting machines. They even go dumpster diving
at a county election official’s office in Florida, uncovering incendiary evidence of
miscounted votes. But proving our votes can be stolen without a trace culminates in
a duel between Diebold voting machines and a computer hacker from Finland - with
America’s democracy at stake.
HACKING DEMOCRACY takes a nonpartisan, clear-eyed look at the secrecy,
cronyism, and incompetence of elections in present-day America as it captures a
citizen’s movement intent on taking back elections—and democracy itself. “It is hard
to imagine...a documentary this season that is more important to the civic life of the
nation—let alone one that is so compelling and ultimately moving” (Baltimore Sun).

Watch it free: http://video.google.com/
videoplay?docid=4463776866669054201&q=Hacking+Democracy&pr=goog-sl
To purchase a copy: http://www.hackingdemocracy.com/

New Hampshire Primary - Sham Chain of Custody Part 1
They decided NOT to put the ballots in the vault and the “Seal” does NOT seal the box. Smoke and mirrors in New Hampshire recount.

Watch it free: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKQEQ7qHvgM

New Hampshire Primary - Sham Chain of Custody Part 2
Decrepit ballot box conditions explained but unspinnable; Officials assure citizens that labels secure ballot boxes, another demo of the
post-it style “seals”.

Watch it free: http://www.youtube.com/user/BlackBoxVoting

“There is no such thing, at this date of the world’s
history, in America, as an independent press. The
business of the journalists is to destroy the truth,
to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at
the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and
his race for his daily bread. We are the tools and
vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the
jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance.
Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all
the property of other men. We are intellectual
prostitutes.”
John Swinton, Chief of Staff New York Times at
New York Press Club, 1953
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

Conduct your research!
The LATE GREAT USA
The Coming Merger with Mexico and Canada
In The Late Great USA, Corsi proves that the benignly-named “Security and
Prosperity Partnership,” created at a meeting between George W. Bush, Paul
Martin and Vincente Fox, is in fact the same kind of regional integration plan
that led Europe to form the EU. According to Corsi, the elites in Europe who
wanted to create a European nation knew that “it would be necessary to
conceal from the peoples of Europe just what was being done in their name
until the process was so far advanced that it had become irreversible.” Could
the same thing be happening here? Is American sovereignty doomed?
Using dozens of documents secured through the Freedom of Information Act
and his trademark hard-hitting interviews, Jerome Corsi sets out a chilling view
of America’s possible “harmonized” future — one being created covertly,
without voter input or Congressional oversight. Could our government’s
unfathomable position on illegal immigration be tied to the prospect of an
integrated North American Union?
The Late Great USA BK-LGUS-JC-1 Regular price: $25.95 Sale price: $19.95

Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports
EXPOSED
2 hr 4 min - Apr 5, 2006 Description:

Local, State and Federal governmental institutions own
over 70% of the stock market!
Alex Jones interviews Walter Burien, Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) of 15
years about the biggest game in town. There are over 85,000 Federal and
regional governmental institutions: school districts, water and power
authorities, country and city governments — and they own over 70 percent of
the stock market. This is an absolute must-see to pull back the curtain of lies
on the private takeover of our society. This tape also includes an interview with
Joe Banister, former IRS Special Agent exposing how the IRS is a collection
agency for the private, run-for-profit Federal Reserve.
DVD-CAFRE-AJ-1 Regular price: $25.95 Sale price: $19.95
WATCH IT FOR FREE:
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5823209513192072459

To order any book or DVD:

Get informed!
Loose Change 2nd Edition Recut
“Loose Change 2nd Edition” is the follow-up to the most provocative 9-11
documentary on the market today. This film shows direct connection between
the attacks of September 11, 2001 and the United States government.
Evidence is derived from news footage, scientific fact, and most important,
Americans who suffered through that tragic day.

IT IS THE DUTY OF EVERY AMERICAN TO VIEW THIS FILM!
Loose Change (2nd Edition) DVD-LC2E-DA-1 $19.95
WATCH IT FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7866929448192753501

Loose Change Final Cut
This is the long awaited Loose Change Final Cut DVD. The Final Cut is the last
amazing step in the evolution of the Loose Change 9/11 film. It presents over 2
hours of new, undeniable evidence that will leave you speechless. Order it now to
guarantee your copy from the first printing. SHIPPING NOVEMBER 19, 2007.
The original Loose Change and Loose Change 2nd Edition have been viewed at least
50 million times over the Internet, making it one of the most watched movies in
history, but the Final Cut goes above and beyond, making it not simply the third
in a trilogy but a completely new film with oodles of unseen footage,
commentary, interviews and eyewitness testimony.
In an effort to be the catalyst for a new independent investigation of 9/11, the
film features new and exclusive interviews with firefighters, EMT’s, first
responders and other officials who were all eyewitnesses to multiple secondary
explosions in the twin towers and around the ground zero area.
Loose Change Final Edition DVD DVD-LCFC-DA-1 $19.95
WATCH THE FREE TRAILER: http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/lochficut.html

Loose Change Final Cut Plus ENDGAME
While supplies of these mind-blowing DVDs last, you can get the two most
incredible TRUTH DVDs in one combo pack and save $5 INSTANTLY!
Learn the truth about what really happened on 9/11 and learn how the terrible
events of that day are linked to a Globalist plan to eliminate 80% of the world’s
population and to enslave the rest.
Don’t miss out on this great deal and these awesome savings!
ENDGAME + Loose Change Final Cut DVD Combo
SP-EGLCF-1 Sale price: $34.90
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

911 Mysteries Demolitions
Recut
2 hr - Sep 25, 2006 Description: 9/11 Mysteries - 90 minutes of pure demolition
evidence and analysis, laced with staggering witness testimonials.
... Moving from “the myth” through “the analysis” and into “the
players,” careful deconstruction of the official story set right
alongside clean, clear science. The 9/11 picture is not one of politics
or nationalism or loyalty, but one of strict and simple physics. How
do you get a 10-second 110-story pancake collapse?
www.911weknow.com/
DVD-911MYS-WK-1 $19.95
WATCH IT FOR FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8129564295534231536

Mind Control: A Brave New World
or Enhancing Human Performance
Manipulation of the mind, emotions and physical health of people through
new applied technologies continues to draw the attention of military
planners around the world. Best selling author and lecture, Dr. Nick Begich
will present the most startling advances in this area of technology for
both military and private sector uses. The presentation will provide in
depth information, demonstrations, background and forecasts of
development of these areas of science as they affect our society and
individual freedom.
Enhancing human performance or controlling human outcomes will be the
challenge of the century raising serious questions on the ethics of the
science of mind control. Control of the human mind by external means is
now a reality – how we use this technology is the next challenge for this
generation.
Mind Control: A Brave New World or Enhancing Human
Performance
DVD-MCBNW-NB-1 $19.95

9/11 Press for Truth
In 9/11 PRESS FOR TRUTH, five of the most prominent members of the Family
Steering Committee, including interviews with three of the “Jersey Girls,” tell
their story for the first time, providing the most powerful argument yet for why
9/11 still needs investigation. Adapting Paul Thompson’s definitive Complete 9/11
Timeline (published by HarperCollins as The Terror Timeline), the filmmakers
stitch together rare, overlooked news clips, buried stories, and government
press conferences, revealing a pattern of official lies, deception, and spin.
9/11 Press for Truth DVD DVD-911PFT-DI-1 $18.95
WATCH IT FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3865048042993700360

To order any book or DVD:

Get ENDGAME Now
ENDGAME: Blueprint For Global Enslavement
Alex Jones chronicles the history of the global elite’s bloody rise to power
and reveals how they have funded dictators and financed the bloodiest
wars—creating order out of chaos to pave the way for the first true world
empire.
• Watch as Jones and his team track the elusive Bilderberg Group to Ottawa
and Istanbul to document their secret summits, allowing you to witness
global kingpins setting the world’s agenda and instigating World War III.
• Learn about the formation of the North America transportation control
grid, which will end U.S. sovereignty forever.
• Discover how the practitioners of the pseudo-science eugenics have taken
control of governments worldwide as a means to carry out depopulation.
• View the progress of the coming collapse of the United States and the
formation of the North American Union.

ENDGAME DVD DVD-ENDG-AJ-1 $19.95

Visit www.prisonplanet.tv/

WATCH IT FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call

888-253-3139

Check out the North American Union
What Is The North American Union?

Our new flag
might look
like this?
More info:
http://www.judicialwatch.org/

The phrase “North American Union” conjures the image of the
European Union, truly the prototype for what our elites have
planned. One of the first orders of business will be a borderless
North America. According to “Building a North American
Community”, the playbook for the construction of the North
American Union, “Canada and the United States should consider
eliminating restrictions on labor mobility altogether and work
toward solutions that, in the long run, could enable the extension of
full labor mobility to Mexico as well.” Full labor mobility throughout
North America would mean no borders between the United States,
Mexico, and Canada, spelling the end of our nation’s independence.

Who is working to create this new Union?
The Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America (SPP),
and the New York-based Council on Foreign Relations (CFR).

What is the SPP?
(Security and Prosperity Partnership of North
America)
The SPP is an initiative by the United States, Canada, and Mexico to
bring about the North American Union. It is a process, or tool, that
has been created to lead towards a specific, continent-changing
goal.

Why should I care whether the United
States joins a North American Union?
If you care about national sovereignty, our cherished American
freedoms, the United States Constitution, American independence,
retaining the American standard of living, and keeping English as the
“real” language of our country, among other unique values and
features that adhere to the American way of life, you should care
whether we retain our unique identity, legally and in fact!

What can I do?
At this point, you should let your elected representatives know of
your concern about the progress of the North American Union and
the Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America, stating
unequivocally that you are against this initiative. As the activities of
the SPP increase, there will be other actions you can take, and you
can always look here for guidance.

To continue your research and education
on the NAU and SPP…
First, and most obviously, Google both names North American
Union (NAU) and Security and Prosperity Partnership of
North America (SPP).
Then, go to the following link, find the Search box, and type-in the
full names and abbreviations for the two orgs at issue, the SPP and
the North American Union. From the results, you’ll see why you
should be concerned. Also check out: www.jbs.org/freedom.

Download your free digital copy of this magazine:
www.thenewamerican.com/files/documents/
MergerInTheMaking.pdf

North American Union
Bush wants to transform U.S. & our currency.
35 min 31 sec Description: This video is a breif summary of a very involved topic. Most are
completely unaware that Bush and his admin are in the process of transforming America
into the North American Union and eliminting the U.S. dollar for the AMERO. Americans
must stop this administsration from changing everything for their agenda. Congress has
not been involved in these decisions... & neither has the public. Wake up before it’s too
late.
WATCH IT FREE: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=4251614146614616887&pr=goog-sl

The Energy Non-Crisis

http://www.truthnews.us/

1 hr 15 min 8 sec

Lindsey Williams talks about his first hand knowledge of Alaskan oil reserves larger than any on earth.
And he talks about how the oil companies and U.S. government won’t send it through the pipeline for
U.S. citizens to use. So, is the gas crisis a crisis at all? Better watch this video.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3340274697167011147&pr=goog-sl
Buy the book or DVD: https://www1070.ssldomain.com/sczyz/Store/scripts/prodList.asp?idCategory=28

John Perkins speaks at the VFP National Convention
Author of Confessions of an Economic Hit Man
69 min - By John Perkins
The first of a three part speech given to the Veterans For Peace National Convention, Seattle, WA
in August 2006. Author of Confessions of an Economic Hit Man, in the first part, John
discusses the reasons and background for why we are at war in the Middle East. He explains:
“Instead of an empire, what we have today is a corporatocracy. This is a fairly small group of
(mostly) men who run our biggest corporations. They run our government and practically every
other significant government in the world. They are in control regardless of who is in the White
House or in control of congress.”
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3968544393356669182&pr=goog-sl

Order the book: http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1576753018 $16.47

Who Killed The Electric Car?
1 hr 32 min 26 sec

Description: It was among the fastest, most efficient production cars
ever built. It ran on electricity, produced no emissions and catapulted
American technology to the forefront of the automotive industry. The lucky
few who drove it never wanted to give it up. So why did General Motors
crush its fleet of EV1 electric vehicles in the Arizona desert?
WHO KILLED THE ELECTRIC CAR? chronicles the life and mysterious
death of the GM EV1, examining its cultural and economic ripple effects and
how they reverberated through the halls of government and big business.

Watch it free:

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5977085690337730430

To order any book or DVD:

Welcome to the 9/11 Truth National
Community Center
If you have just recently become aware of the disturbing unanswered questions
surrounding September 11, 2001 or you have just heard about the “9/11 Truth
Movement” , we invite you to explore our new introductory step by step
course on the mysteries surrounding the event that changed our World’s history
and fabricated a future we must understand in order to change.
Start Here: 9/11 Truth for Beginners - 101
Before you dismiss this as being nothing more than a “Conspiracy Theory”,
please review:
List of Prominent People who challenge the 9/11 Commission findings and who champion a new, full and
impartial investigation into the events preceding, during and since September 11, 2001.
Professional Organizations of Pilots, Scholors, Architects and Engineers focus their expertise and commitment
to revealing the Truth.
US Directory of 9/11 Truth Communities Citizens all over the US are spreading the Truth in their area.
International Directory of 9/11 Truth Websites Countries all over the world are talking about it.
This is a National multi-portal gateway for groups of people who are advocating a complete, open and honest
investigation of the events surrounding September 11, 2001. This is a “National Community Center” portal and it
contains information and resources common to all 9/11 Truth Advocates.
In general our goal is to provide teamwork tools to help local 9/11 Advocates in the same region areas to find each
other, get organized and effective as quickly as possible.
This is a 9/11 Activist’s Support Web Portal Community.
Members can participate in project specific forums focusing on what
interests them most. This could be their local regional activity, research,
legal or political action focus. We can work together to create and clarify
goals, messages and the best ways to communicate them.
We will provide shared forums for advocates to discuss the best
information and approach to use when first contacting a relative, neighbor,
stranger, polititian, media representative, etc. We will also provide private
forums for reseachers to discuss individual points of difference in the 9/11
evidence and interpretations.
We hope to provide a simple roadmap for those who are just becoming aware of the 9/11 Controversy to find the
clearest, straightest path to the most fundamental agreements of all 9/11 Truth Seekers...
We have three primary goals:






Provide access to tools and information that will help Researchers to jointly fashion an effective arguement,
presentation of evidence and questions to be formally answered in any new 9/11 Investigation.
Provide a forum to discuss general and specific 9/11 Truth movement goals and legal, political, or other approaches
to meet those goals.
Provide access to tools and information that will help local and regional advocates learn how to effectively and
efficiently spread the word in their areas.

http://www.911truthgroups.org/
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

Matrix of Evil
2 hr 9 min 25 sec

Some of the best minds in the country, coming from different
sectors of the political spectrum combine in this film to expose an
intricate web of deceitful wickness controlling America today.

Matrix of Evil contains footage from speeches and conversations
with Alex Jones, Congressman Ron Paul, Colonel Craig Roberts,
Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney and Frank Morales which cover
and include:
How the private banks control the military-industrial complex
Expert analyses of the USA Patriot Act and the latest police state
developments
Globalist financial policies pushing America and the world into
depression
How the neoconservative movement controlling the Bush
administration is nothing more than a trojan horse for a big
government agenda of ivory tower social engineers
The latest revelations concerning cashless society control grid, satellite tracking, cellphone tracking, DARPA
surveillance, the end of Posse Comitatus, the federalization of local police and governments and much more..
Government-sponsored terrorism, gun control, political assasinations, Sept. 11th coverup
Most importantly, Matrix of Evil chock-full of solutions. All of the dynamic people interviewed for this film agreed
that there is a massive awakening taking place in America to the criminal activities of the global elite.











DVD-MOE-AJ-1 $19.95
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=969028729334963658

“I wouldn’t call it fascism exactly, but a political system nominally controlled by an
irresponsible, dumbed down electorate who are manipulated by dishonest, cynical,
controlled mass media that dispense the propaganda of a corrupt political
establishment can hardly be described as democracy either.”
Edward Zehr

Food shortages and price increases are
predicted. Get your storable food now while
the supply lasts.

The “Patriot Pack” is for everyone.
You get a Two-Month Supply of healthy,
delicious meals packed in two cases. Fast
and simple to prepare, just add water,
heat and enjoy!

http://www.efoodsdirect.com/products.html

eFoodsDirect
c/o J. Michael Stevens Group
6905 South 1300 East #199
Midvale, UT 84047

800-409-5633
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The True Story of the Bilderberg Group
by Daniel Estulin
Unravel one of the best-kept secrets in political history.
Delving into a world once shrouded in complete mystery and impenetrable security, this
investigative report provides a fascinating account of the annual meetings of the
world’s most powerful people—the Bilderberg Group. Since its inception in 1954 at the
Bilderberg Hotel in the small Dutch town of Oosterbeek, the Bilderberg Group has been
comprised of European prime ministers, American presidents, and the wealthiest CEOs
of the world, all coming together to discuss the economic and political future of
humanity.
The press has never been allowed to attend, nor have statements ever been released on
the attendees’ conclusions or discussions, which have ramifications on the citizens of
the world. Using methods that resemble the spy tactics of the Cold War—and in several
instances putting his own life on the line—the author did what no one else has managed
to achieve: he learned what was being said behind the closed doors of the opulent
hotels and has made it available to the public for the first time.
Daniel Estulin is an award-winning investigative journalist and has been researching the
Bilderberg Group for more than 14 years. He is the host of two radio shows in Spain.
The True Story of the Bilderberg Group
BOOK-TBBG-DE-1 Sale price: $19.95

“Newspapers are unable, seemingly, to discriminate between a bicycle
accident and the collapse of civilization.”
George Bernard Shaw, Irish playwight and critic, 1856-1950

The United Nations’ Global Straightjacket
By Joan Veon” author of: Prince Charles The Sustainable Prince
Many Americans know or feel something is very wrong, but are not able to put their
finger on the problem. This book will help them to connect the dots - politically,
economically, and environmentally. Global Straitjacket will explain the Hegalian
Dialectic, “reinventing government,” public-private partnerships and how it replaces
the Constitution “Globalization,” the move toward a world stockmarket and a
cashless society, an international criminal court which transcends national
boundaries, and much more. Above all it will provide the reader with understanding of
the governmental aspects of the United Nations and how its power transcends from
the international to the local level all with the blessings of our federal government.
Joan Veon writes: “Jesus Christ was born into world government. The early church
certainly understood the rules of Rome and worked around and through it without
becoming part of it or adding to it. In contrast the end-time church is going into
world government without knowing or understanding its agenda, and therefore blind
as to how to stand in the gap.”
THIS ITEM IS CURRENTLY UNAVAILABLE
The United Nations’ Global Straightjacket
BOOK-UNGS-JV-1 $17.95
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary
If you’ve never heard the word “Bilderberg” don’t feel you are uninformed. Some of
the best-read people have no knowledge of this organization - formally known by
its leadership and members as “The Bilderberg Meetings.”
For more than 50 years, acting as a global ruling elite, Bilderberg’s very name and
activities have remained largely hidden in the shadows, despite its immense clout in
directing world affairs.
Although in 1992, Larry Pope, the executive editor of the Citizen Times newspaper
told one of its readers in a letter that “to my knowledge, such an organization
does not exist and a media conspiracy to keep its existence a secret would be
ludicrous,” the evidence shows otherwise.
Now with the release of the Bilderberg Diary by veteran journalist James P. Tucker Jr.,
those who’ve never known of Bilderberg will get a first-hand account of its history
(and its misdeeds) from the one journalist who has doggedly tailed the
Bilderbergers all over the United States and Europe for the last quarter of a
century.
Although mass media in the United States - both print and broadcast - has
determinedly suppressed news and information about - and the very existence of Bilderberg, Tucker has established himself as the world’s foremost authority on
Bilderberg, reporting on their intrigues in the pages of the D.C.-based American Free
Press.
In Bilderberg Diary Jim Tucker lays out - for the first time - his entire remarkable history of covering Bilderberg, his
infiltration of Bilderberg meetings, the procurement of their private documents, and the shining of the spotlight of
public scrutiny on Bilderberg’s shadowy affairs.
Tucker’s colorful prose will introduce you to the little-known arena of the Bilderberg elite, a memorable and panoramic
journey that lays bare the realities behind modern day international power politics in a way never seen before.
Jim Tucker’s Bilderberg Diary
BOOK-BBD-JT-1 $24.95

Don’t Vaccinate Before You Educate!
Don’t Vaccinate Before You Educate! is a result of Dr. Eisenstein’s lectures on vaccinations. Dr.
Eisenstein presents scientific literature both pro and con vaccine. He comes to the conclusion
that scientific studies alone will not be enough to decide the benefit vs. the risks of vaccine
programs. Therefore, he concludes that personal religious convictions, not scientific studies,
are the main reasons, upon which to base your vaccination decision. Unlike most other
physicians, he feels parents have a right to be involved in the final decision about vaccinating
their children. He discusses vaccine law, religious exemptions with a heavy emphasis on the
Illinois law. Don’t Vaccinate Before You Educate! will be the beginning of a path to educate families
with regard to childhood vaccines.
ExcerptsThis book is not meant to convince you to vaccinate or not vaccinate your children
but to open your eyes to the ongoing debate.Education as defined by Webster’s College
Dictionary:To impart knowledge to; provide with information; to educate consumersTo
educate means to widen one’s horizons. I hope that this book will be educational with regard
to the vaccine issues and inspire you to become more educated with regard to the risk vs.
benefits of vaccine programs. I have included just a few of the many pro and con scientific
vaccine studies. Many more can be obtained by going on the internet to the multiple vaccine sites as well as to the online versions of some of the most prestigious medical journals (BMJ, AMA, Pediatrics, Lancet, Journal of Disease of
Children).I hope this book leads you to do more research as well as think about your religious and spiritual convictions.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to serve so many families. God bless.
Don’t Vaccinate Before You Educate!
BOOK-VACC-ME-1 $19.95

To order any book or DVD:

Bloodlines of the Illuminati
Who really controls world events from behind-the-scene? Years of extensive
research and investigation have gone into this massively documented work. In this
624 page, large format book, Fritz Springmeier discloses mind-boggling facts and
never before revealed truths about the top Illuminati dynasties. Discover the
amazing role these bloodlines have played—and are now wielding—in human
history, with family names such as Astor, DuPont, Kennedy, Onassis, Rockefeller,
Rothschild, Russell, Van Duyn, and Krupp. You’ll also learn of the secretive, Chinese
Li family, which operates with impunity in the U.S.A. and around the world. Along
the way you’ll find out why President John F. Kennedy and actress Grace Kelly were
killed; who created the United Nations; who controls the two major U.S. political
parties; how the Rothschilds invented and control modern-day Israel; who secretly
founded false religions such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses; and much, much more. A
literal encyclopedia of rare, unbelievable information!
This is the third and latest edition of this book. The author has added over forty
pages of information to his previous work.
By Fritz Springmeier 624 Pages Long
Bloodlines of the Illuminati
B-BOI-FS-1 $34.95

The Elite Don’t Dare Let Us Tell the People
The Elite Don’t Dare Let Us Tell The People unleashes alarming new evidence of the
Elite’s monumental crimes against humanity. Noted author Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr.,
unravels the darkest secrets of the secret societies, documenting the hideous threat
posed to mankind by Freemasonry, the Bohemian Grove, and the Order of Skull &
Bones. Also unmasked: elitist groups such as the Bilderbergers, the Council on
Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission.
Financially, grave dangers now confront us. The Elite project to de-industrialize the
United States gathers steam. Shocking statistics document the devastation done
to American workers. Millions have already been thrown out of work. With
documented facts the author pulls the curtains back, unveiling the secretive
manipulations of the international bankers and their Federal Reserve System. Is our
economic system now in dire jeopardy? Are the Elite about to plunge the U.S.A. into
a financial catastrophe? Here are the answers you need to assure your economic
survival and even prosper in the dangerous days ahead. Forewarned is forearmed.
Why do bloodshed and wars continue to plague America and the world? Is war just
a racket? Are wars caused by oil and financial greed? What role do Zionist
ambitions have in fomenting global conflict? Who’s really in charge?, Ross asks. Will
these cunning men achieve their totalitarian goals and tighten their grip on our daily
lives? This book answers these most important questions.
Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr., leads the way in The Elite Don’t Dare Let Us Tell The People. Armed with the knowledge found in
this book, we can, indeed, turn back the tide of evil. We can free ourselves from the bondage planned for us by the Elite
conspirators.
It has been said that “For every 1,000 hacking at the branches of evil, one hacks at the root.” This powerful and
authoritative book hacks directly at the root of the global conspiracy. —Texe Marrs, author of the #1 bestseller, Dark
Secrets of the New Age
The Elite Don’t Dare Let Us Tell the People
BOOK-ELTEL-GR-1 $32.95
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

The Money Masters How International Bankers Gained Control of America
3 hr 35 min 19 sec
www.newstree.org
“The powers of financial capitalism had a far-reaching plan, nothing less than to create a
world system of financial control in private hands able to dominate the political system of
each country and the economy of the world as a whole...Their secret is that they have
annexed from governments, monarchies, and republics the power to create the world’s
money...”
THE MONEY MASTERS is a 3 1/2 hour non-fiction, historical documentary that traces the
origins of the political power structure that rules our nation and the world today. The
modern political power structure has its roots in the hidden manipulation and accumulation
of gold and other forms of money. The development of fractional reserve banking practices
in the 17th century brought to a cunning sophistication the secret techniques initially used
by goldsmiths fraudulently to accumulate wealth. With the formation of the privatelyowned Bank of England in 1694, the yoke of economic slavery to a privately-owned
“central” bank was first forced upon the backs of an entire nation, not removed but only
made heavier with the passing of the three centuries to our day. Nation after nation,
including America, has fallen prey to this cabal of international central bankers.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-515319560256183936
To order a copy: http://www.themoneymasters.com/

“Today the path of total dictatorship in the United States can be laid by strictly legal means,
unseen and unheard by the Congress, the President, or the people. Outwardly we have a
Constitutional government. We have operating within our government and political system,
another body representing another form of government - a bureaucratic elite.”
Senator William Jenner, 1954

American Blackout
Most people have heard of the voting irregularities that marred the presidential
elections of 2000 and 2004. Some even know of the resulting challenges to the
electoral votes by African- American congressional representatives.
However, because the mainstream media shies away from reporting cases of
imperiled democracy the public is left to believe these stories are at worst
insignificant rumors or at best one-off incidents that result from an overburdened
election system. AMERICAN BLACKOUT chronicles the recurring patterns of
disenfranchisement witnessed from 2000 to 2004 while following the story of
Georgia Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney, who not only took an active role in
investigating these election debacles but also found herself in the middle of one
after publicly questioning the Bush Administration about the 9-11 terrorist attacks.
AMERICAN BLACKOUT gains unprecedented access to one of the most controversial
and dangerous politicians in America and examines the contemporary tactics used
to control our democratic process and silence political dissent.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5965670944815984616

American Blackout DVD
DVD-AMBO-DI-1 $18.95

To order any book or DVD:

Psychiatry: An Industry of Death Documentary
DVD with Booklet
Through rare historical and contemporary footage and interviews
with more than 160 doctors, attorneys, educators, survivors and
experts on the mental health industry and its abuses, this riveting documentary
blazes the bright light of truth on the brutal pseudoscience and the multi-billion
dollar fraud that is psychiatry.
The DVD companion brochure contains over 150 photos and graphics that track
the history of psychiatry from it’s macabre 18th century origins to today, where
100,000 patients die each year in psychiatric institutions and 20 million children
have been put on potentially lethal, mind-altering drugs.
We think you have the right to know the cold, hard facts about psychiatry, its
practitioners and the threat they pose to our children.
Order Psychiatry: An Industry of Death documentary and companion brochure.
Distribute it to others—associates, family and friends. Warn them about
psychiatry’s damaging treatments. When you watch the DVD you will be
outraged and will want to act to end these abuses.
One set. $15.00
To order or watch the trailer: http://www.cchr.org/index/5285/15242/

“We are on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right
major crisis and the nations will accept the New World Order.”
- David Rockefeller

Benjamin Fulford interviews David Rockefeller about
Illuminati, asian opposition
38 min 29 sec - Dec 2, 2007
Description: On November 13, 2007 Fulford received a tip that David
Rockefeller was on his turf, and without hesitation Fulford arranged to meet
with him to ask some questions. It is not odd for a reporter who’s career has
been filled with Financial News jobs, to sit down with the former head of Chase
Bank, Except when its Benjamin Fulford and David Rockefeller.
Earlier this year Benjamin Fulford interviewed Heizo Takenaka, a former finance
minister in Japan and confronted him about “having sold the Japanese financial
system over to the Rockefellers and Rothschilds.”
According to Fulford this interview made a lot of people angry. He says a
professional assassin showed up and told him to accept a job of great
importance or be killed. The following day Fulford claims to have been
contacted by a powerful Asian Secret Society with more than 6 million members
that have targeted the Illuminati. They asked Fulford to represent them,
negotiate for them, and offered him protection in return. Benjamin Fulford was
Asia-Pacific Bureau Chief for Forbes Magazine for seven years, until 2005 when
he quit because of the “extensive corporate censorship and mingling of
advertising and editorial at the magazine.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-3704527408635856046&pr=goog-sl

http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call

888-253-3139

ZEITGEIST, The Movie - Official Release - Full Film
1 hr 56 min
Zeitgeist, produced by Peter Joseph, was created as a nonprofit filmiac
expression to inspire people to start looking at the world from a more
critical perspective and to understand that very often things are not what
the population at large think they are. The information in Zeitgeist was
established over a year long period of research and the current Source page
on this site lists the basic sources used / referenced and the Interactive
Transcript includes exact source references and further information.
Now, it’s important to point out that there is a tendency to simply
disbelieve things that are counter to our understanding, without the
necessary research performed.
For example, some information contained in Part 1 and Part 3, specifically,
is not obtained by simple keyword searches on the Internet. You have to
dig deeper. For instance, very often people who look up “Horus” or “The
Federal Reserve” on the Internet draw their conclusions from very general
or biased sources. Online encyclopedias or text book Encyclopedias often
do not contain the information contained in Zeitgeist. However, if one
takes the time to read the sources provided, they will find that what is
being presented is based on documented evidence. Any corrections,
clarifications & further points regarding the film are found on the
Clarifications page.
That being said, It is my hope that people will not take what is said in the
film as the truth, but find out for themselves, for truth is not told, it is
realized.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=5547481422995115331
VIsit the official website: http://www.zeitgeistmovie.com/statement.htm

Walmart - high cost of low price
(1-11)
Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price takes the viewer on a deeply
personal journey into the everyday lives of families struggling to fight
goliath. From a small business owner in the Midwest to a preacher in
California, from workers in Florida to a poet in Mexico, dozens of film
crews on three continents bring the intensely personal stories of an
assault on families and American values. Directed by Robert Greenwald.
Watch it free: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ED6YaRl93CE
Visit the offical website: http://www.walmartmovie.com/

To order any book or DVD:

“A system of capitalism presumes sound money, not fiat money manipulated by a
central bank. Capitalism cherishes voluntary contracts and interest rates that are
determined by savings, not credit creation by a central bank.”
Ron Paul

The Crash — Coming Financial Collapse of America
39 min 56 sec
Description: A very scary and possibly real situation that could unfold very shortly. Also, check out “History of the
Federal Reserve” for other information that connects with this video.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=3702181847213988991&pr=goog-sl

History of the Federal Reserve (Money Masters)
3 hr 36 min 6 sec
Description: I found this old documentary, which today is still very relevant. This is long but really opens light on who
really are the evil and bad people of history and our time. Enjoy and pass this on to your friends and family. Take into
consideration the closing recommendations, they may be spot on.
Watch it free: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7757684583209015812&pr=goog-sl
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call

888-253-3139

The documentary combines heartfelt personal stories from foster parents and former foster
children, with critical analysis of the system by social workers, a juvenile court judge and Dr.
Bruce Perry, a child psychiatrist and trauma researcher at Baylor College of Medicine.
The film spends significant time addressing the pain and emotional consequences of foster care
drift, a phenomenon in which a child bounces from home to home and fails to develop lasting,
loving relationships.

The Protectors - DVD Price: $19.99
To order and watch the free trailer: http://www.smallpotatoesproductions.com/productions/protectors/index.php

“ The liberty of a democracy is not safe if the people tolerate the growth of
private power to the point where it becomes stronger than the democratic
state itself. That in its essence is fascism - ownership of government by an
individual, by a group or any controlling private power. “

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt
fas·cism
a governmental system led by a dictator having complete power, forcibly suppressing opposition and criticism,
regimenting all industry, commerce, etc., and emphasizing an aggressive nationalism and often racism.

This is a donated advertisment, not paid for or endorsed by the Ron Paul campaign.

Congressman Paul is known among his congressional colleagues and his
constituents for his consistent voting record. Dr. Paul tirelessly works for
limited constitutional government, low taxes, free markets, and a return to
sound monetary policies.

For more information: visit his website at
www.ronpaul2008.com

Time to make a stand America
www.makethestand.com/

Ed Brown 03923-049
FCI ELKTON
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTION
P.O. BOX 10
LISBON,OH 44432

Elaine Brown 03924-049
FCI DANBURY
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTION
ROUTE 37
DANBURY, CT 06811

Ed and Elaine Brown have agreed, from the beginning, to pay ALL taxes that they owe. They have sworn
in court that if the government simply shows them the law that requires them to pay an “Income Tax,”
they would pay all owed taxes with penalties and interest. The government has yet to show the law.
The government simply says, “you must pay, because we say so,” and “if you don’t pay, we will throw
you in jail and take all that you own.”
THIS IS TYRANNY!!! If a law exists that requires the everyday average American working in the private
sector in the numerous states to pay an “Income Tax,” why can’t the government show that law? When
asked, they will never tell.

THERE IS NO LAW!!!
You can find out more: Visit www.makethestand.com/
Ed and Elaine ask that you let people know it’s time. Let them know about our
new project. Give them the link to this site. Get involved and MAKE THE
STAND TODAY!!!

Also, please visit www.freedomtofascism.com

The Spraying of America
American agriculture dumps a billion pounds of pesticides on
food, producing a truly toxic harvest.
by Christopher D. Cook, Earth Island Journal, Spring 2005

Perhaps the greatest - yet most elusive measure of pesticides’ long reach is their presence in the air we breathe. “Nearly
every pesticide that has been investigated has been detected in air, rain, snow, or fog across the nation at different
times of year,” says the US Geological Survey. Given just a lazy breeze, toxins can migrate for miles. A seemingly
innocuous spraying or fumigation of a rural farm field can let pesticides drift through air currents for hours, even days,
ending up as residue in nearby towns, ruining organic crops downwind and further polluting waterways. Diazinon, a
highly volatile agent sprayed widely on nuts and stone fruit, actually increases its drift concentrations as time passes,
the greatest amount of drift showing up two to three days after spraying. Although levels generally diminish, pesticide
drift can last for weeks, and sometimes months after application.
The epicenter for the pesticide drift problem, particularly its human effects, is California, where
decades of suburban sprawl - and intensely consolidated agriculture - have wedged burgeoning population centers up
against farms. Blending agriculture with suburbs would seem a fine rural-urban complement but for the rampant use and
drift of pesticides, which are exceedingly toxic, even at low levels, for children. “Pesticides in air are often invisible and
odorless, but like second-hand cigarette smoke, inhaling even small amounts over time can lead to serious health
problems, especially for children,” reports Susan Kegley, staff scientist for the Pesticide Action Network.
More than 90 percent of pesticides used in California (including non-agricultural pesticides) are likely to drift, and
roughly a third of those are highly toxic to humans, according to a 2003 study by Californians for Pesticide Reform.
Samples of two pesticides, chiorpyrifos and metam sodium, taken near sprayed fields, produced residues that were,
respectively, some 184 and 111 times the acute exposure standards set by government for a one-year-old child.
Read the entire article here: http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Environment/Spraying_America.html

American Fascism
Dr. Lawrence Britt has examined the fascist regimes of Hitler (Germany), Mussolini (Italy), Franco (Spain), Suharto
(Indonesia) and several Latin American regimes. Britt found 14-defining characteristics common to each:
1. Powerful and Continuing Nationalism - Fascist regimes tend to make constant use of patriotic mottos,
slogans, symbols, songs, and other paraphernalia. Flags are seen everywhere, as are flag symbols on clothing and in
public displays. TOP
2. Disdain for the Recognition of Human Rights - Because of fear of enemies and the need for security, the
people in fascist regimes are persuaded that human rights can be ignored in certain cases because of “need.” The
people tend to look the other way or even approve of torture, summary executions, assassinations, long incarcerations
of prisoners, etc.
3. Identification of Enemies/Scapegoats as a Unifying Cause - The people are rallied into a unifying
patriotic frenzy over the need to eliminate a perceived common threat or foe: racial , ethnic or religious minorities;
liberals; communists; socialists, terrorists, etc.
4. Supremacy of the Military - Even when there are widespread domestic problems, the military is given a
disproportionate amount of government funding, and the domestic agenda is neglected. Soldiers and military service
are glamorized.
5. Rampant Sexism - The governments of fascist nations tend to be almost exclusively male-dominated. Under
fascist regimes, traditional gender roles are made more rigid. Divorce, abortion and homosexuality are suppressed and
the state is represented as the ultimate guardian of the family institution.
6. Controlled Mass Media - Sometimes to media is directly controlled by the government, but in other cases, the
media is indirectly controlled by government regulation, or sympathetic media spokespeople and executives.
Censorship, especially in war time, is very common.
7. Obsession with National Security - Fear is used as a motivational tool by the government over the masses.
8. Religion and Government are Intertwined - Governments in fascist nations tend to use the most common
religion in the nation as a tool to manipulate public opinion. Religious rhetoric and terminology is common from
government leaders, even when the major tenets of the religion are diametrically opposed to the government’s policies
or actions.
9. Corporate Power is Protected - The industrial and business aristocracy of a fascist nation often are the ones
who put the government leaders into power, creating a mutually beneficial business/government relationship and power
elite.
10. Labor Power is Suppressed - Because the organizing power of labor is the only real threat to a fascist
government, labor unions are either eliminated entirely, or are severely suppressed.
11. Disdain for Intellectuals and the Arts - Fascist nations tend to promote and tolerate open hostility to higher
education, and academia. It is not uncommon for professors and other academics to be censored or even arrested. Free
expression in the arts and letters is openly attacked.
12. Obsession with Crime and Punishment - Under fascist regimes, the police are given almost limitless power to
enforce laws. The people are often willing to overlook police abuses and even forego civil liberties in the name of
patriotism. There is often a national police force with virtually unlimited power in fascist nations.
13. Rampant Cronyism and Corruption - Fascist regimes almost always are governed by groups of friends and
associates who appoint each other to government positions and use governmental power and authority to protect
their friends from accountability. It is not uncommon in fascist regimes for national resources and even treasures to be
appropriated or even outright stolen by government leaders.
14. Fraudulent Elections - Sometimes elections in fascist nations are a complete sham. Other times elections are
manipulated by smear campaigns against or even assassination of opposition candidates, use of legislation to control
voting numbers or political district boundaries, and manipulation of the media. Fascist nations also typically use their
judiciaries to manipulate or control elections.

The End of America: Letter of Warning to a Young Patriot
“You will be shocked and disturbed by this book. Most Americans reject outright any
comparison of post 9/11 America with the fascism and totalitarianism of Nazi
Germany or Pinochet’s Chile. Sadly, the parallels and similarities, what Wolf calls the
‘echoes’ between those societies and America today, are all too compelling.”
—Michael Ratner, Center for Constitutional Rights
”Naomi Wolf sounds the alarm for all American patriots. We must come together as a
nation and recommit ourselves to the fundamental American idea that no president,
whether Democrat or Republican, will ever be given unchecked power.”
—Wes Boyd, co-founder, MoveOn.org
“The framers of our Constitution fully understood that it can happen here. Patriots
like Madison, Paine, and Franklin would certainly applaud Naomi Wolf and recognize
her as a sister in their struggle.”
—Mark Crispin Miller, author of Fooled Again
”One of the most important books that’s been written, certainly in the last decade
or two, and perhaps in my lifetime.”
— Thom Hartmann, best-selling author and host of The Thom Hartmann
Radio Program
“Naomi Wolf ’s End of America is a vivid, urgent, mandatory wake-up call that addresses momentous issues of
tyranny, democracy, and survival.”
—Blanche Wiesen Cook, author of the three-volume Eleanor Roosevelt
PRICE: $8.37 To order: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1933392797/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top

“Secret Mysteries of America’s Beginnings” & “Riddles
In Stone–the Secret Architecture of Washington DC”
“Secret Mysteries” offers the unprecedented
opportunity to discover historic, mysterious
truth hidden for 400 years.
Follow the journey of secret societies from
England to the New World, learning history
which has been buried for centuries See how
American Founding Fathers precisely followed
a secret plan when they established America’s
government – Ben Franklin was the key
Founding Father Reiterates the Christian
cultural foundation of this ountry Where
National Treasure meets the infamous Da Vinci
Code Powerful, award-winning documentary
unfolds the fascinating history behind the
founding of America. America’s 5 original
cities – Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, and Washington, D.C. — were
perfectly aligned with each other as satellite
picture shows
COMBO PACK DVD : Secret Mysteries - Volume 1 + Volume 2 with FREE Declaration of the United States Poster
Now buy “The New Atlantis” DVD and “Riddles In Stone” DVD for only $39.88 plus receive a FREE
Declaration of Independence Wall Poster. Total retail is $64.98, saving you $25.10.
To order and watch the free trailer: http://www.cuttingedge.org/video/americassecret.html

To order any book or DVD:

Alternative News and Web Resources
Get informed, involved and prepared. Click and go.

http://www.wearechange.org/

http://www.eseeds.com/c-6-vegetables.aspx

http://hrw.org/englishwr2k8/docs/2008/01/31/usdom17770.htm

http://www.enerhealthbotanicals.com/

http://www.gcnlive.com/

http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com

http://www.judicialwatch.org/
http://www.xe.com/

http://www.downsizedc.org/

http://www.healthfreedomusa.org/index.php

http://www.prisonplanet.tv/

http://www.naturalnews.com/index.html
http://www.infowars.com/
http://theinternationalforecaster.com/

http://www.jonesreport.com/

http://www.swconsult.ch/chbanks/faq.htm
http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/bewafisy.html

http://www.globalresearch.ca/
http://www.efoodsdirect.com/
http://www.prisonplanet.com/

http://www.scribd.com/

http://www.truthnews.us/
http://forum.prisonplanet.com/
http://
www.prisonplanet.tv/
http://www.911truthgroups.org/Default.aspx?alias=www.911truthgroups.org/911truth

http://infowars-shop.stores.yahoo.net/index.html or call 888-253-3139

“We are grateful to the Washington Post, The New York Times, Time Magazine and other great
publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected their promises of
discretion for almost forty years. It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for
the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world
is now more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The
supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the
national auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”
David Rockefeller, Baden-Baden, Germany 1991

